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, Cet article, qui releve du domai11e de la sociologie du developpement, essaie d'a
: dresser des problemes 11111/liples, notamme11t les questio11s socio-eco11omiques qui re
: presente111 w, blocage au developpeme11l des societes dites en voie de developpement. 
; Le modele Algerie11 de developpe111ent, objet de cette et11de, a ete retenu comme cas 
: du fail de so si11gztlarite d'exceptio11 lorsqu'il est fail etal du phenomene migratoire, 
: Pers le metropole, et de !'importance sociale, politique et eco11omique de /'emigration 
: tant pour le pays d'accueil q11e pour le pays d'origi11e. En effet, /'emigration Alge
: riem,e en Europe a f oumi des cadres tec!z11iq11es a l'i11d11strialisatio11 11aissante du 
: pays qui a ete jalo1111ee par !es courageuses decisions de 11atio11alisatio11s de secteurs 
: industriels strategiques, 11otammelll le secteur des mines et hydrocarbures. Cette re
: prise e11 mai11 de l'eco11omie 11atio11ale et son developpement au profit de la promo
: lion des categories sociales /es plus defavorisees 011t ete effectivement /es caracteristi
; ques emi11e11tes du projet de de1•eloppeme11t socio-eco11omique 11atio11al planifie. Pour 
: ce qui est e11core 1111e f ois de l'emigratio11, /'article essaie de mettre en valeur q,,els ont 
; ete !es differemes co11sidermio11s 11otamme11( materielles qui 0111 fail que celle emigra
: tion 11 'a pu participer d'w,e ma11iere plus importa11te a l'effon de developpeme11t na
: tiona/ et a s'i11scrire effectivement da11s le strategie Algerie1111e de developpe111e111. 
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1 . Introduction 

It is obvious that the notion of "development" has become central in the politics of the new
ly-formed·nation states. Its usage has become particularly marked since the early 1960's-the 
period when most of the former colonies achieved their independence. Indeed, many of the 
third world leaders emphasise "developemnt" in their speeche-; to indicate their commit
ment to alleviate the gravity of social and economic problems tha: Lheir countries suffer. Not 
all leaders are genuine in their professed commitment, however - that their countries are be
set by problems, of course, is hardly doubtful. Their affliction is "underdevelopment": a state 
characterised by, inter aJia, the low levels of development of the productive forces, low pro
ductivity, domination of archaic system of production, regionai and other inequalities, illite
racy, diseases, and malnutrition. 

"Underdevelopment", however, is not a natural stage in the history of mankind, but a 
consequence of a system of structured asymmetrical relations between the colonial powers 
on the one hand, and, on the other, the (formerly) colonised territories. Here we must em
phasise the role played by colonial intrusion in the transformation of the prod!,)ction proces
ses in the colonies from being viable and self-sustaining processes orientated to the satisfac
tion of the needs of the agents involved in it, into one directed to the satisfaction of the re
quirements of the manufa ct ur ing industries of the colonial countr ies. In effect, with 
colonialism and capitalist penetration, the colonies became sources of cheap labour, raw 
materials and foodstuffs. In cases like Algeria, south and east Africa, colonial settlers came 
to appropriate land as well. In short, at independance, the newly-formed states were faced 
by the gloomy facts of the colonial heritage with its thorough economic and social disloca
tions. Development, planning to redress the situation has consequently become a major issue 
in national politics in underdeveloped countries. 

Given the ambiguity of the term "development", however, different interpretations were 
advanced . Some scholars, s uch as Rostow for example, argue that: " Development is a 
unidirectional process, and that unde.rdeveloped countries could follow in the path of in
dustrialised world". [1] 

Likewise, U.N. experts have also argued that for underdeveloped countries to achieve 
high standards of living, they "Must ~ttempt to replicate the recent economic history of the 
aJready industrialised nations". [2] 

Development has thus been equated with capitalism and "westernisation". In opposition 
to the conventional wisdom in developemnt sociology and economics, scholars such as 
Frank, Samir Amin and Leys liave contributed substantially to the process of understanding 
the essence of underdevelopment as an aspect of the global twin-process of development 
and underdevelopment aud discussed the way in which the world capitalist system progres
sively inhibits underdeveloped countries from achieving industrialisation, in so far as these 
countries continue to be dominated by a primary export sector. The experience of "growth 
without development" in many underdeveloped countries, gives further credibility to the ar
gument of these scholars. 

The central point in the debate over Lhe precise nature of underdevelopment and 
whether it is a natural stage in human history or not is not only an intellectual exercice in 
historiography. The significance of the contributions of Samir Amin, Frank et al is that 
"development", however defined in ideological terms, is not only a matter of "economic 
growth", but also of the equitable distribution of the rewards of growth. 

The way in which different countries may achieve economic growth, is of course a func
tion of local condit:ions concerning the type of resource, the comparative advantage in utiliz
ing it, etc. Similarly , the "peculiari ties" of individual countries may relate lo the size of the 
population. In sparsely populated countries, capital-intensive production Lechniques couJd 
be adopted; but such a technique would only result in marginalising poor communities in 
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densely populated countries. Parr and parcel of the issue of "growth with development" is to 
ensure that the masses are employed and are fairly rewarded for their labour. 

"Within the nations of the third world the struggle for development has to take many dif
ferent forms. We all start from different power and economic bases, and there is no univer
sally applicable policy blueprint which we can use. But by the different routes appropriate to 
our starting point and our cultural heritage, we each have to create conditions". [3] 

In Algeria, as in all unde rdeveloped countries, the adverse effects of colonialism on the 
socio-economic structures were numerous. At independence, thus, Algeria was faced by a 
"colonial heritage" that not only precluded economic growth during the colonial period, but 
als0 resulted in serious clevages and inequalities among the various sectors of the popula
tion. The development strategy adopted thus, aimed towards a whole transformation of the 
socio-economic structures ra ther than mere rise in per capita income. 

French colonialism 9la~cd a ke~ role in exacecbati.n(b th.e di.(focence~ between A.tieci.an 
Berbers and Arabs. In this respect, Dr. Bopichon, author of two books o n Algeria in the mid 
1940's, wrote: " Little does it matter that France in her political conduct goes beyond the 
limits of common morality at times; the essential thing is that she establishes a lasting colony 
and that as a consequence she will bring European civilisation to these barbaric countries; 
when a project which is to the advantage of all humanity is to be carried out, the shortest 
path is the best. Now it is certain the shortest path is terror .... without violating the laws of 
morality, or international jurisprude nce, we can light our African enem ies with powder and 
fire, joined by famine and internal divisions, war between Arabs and Kabyles, between the 
tribes of the Tell and those of the Sahara, by brandy, corruption and disorganisation. That is 
the easiest thing in the world Lo do" . (4] 

Indeed, the French colonial behaviour was indescribable in that it set on fire many 
forests which was accompanied by massive killings of livestock - the essential source of in
come to people in the countryside, together with the fertile land which was distributed to the 
European settlers. 

In such a situation, Algerian couritrymen had been faced with two major alternatives. 
One was a mass emigration to France or, to towns (at very small scale) in search for jobs. 
The other - especially during the war period - was recruitment under the leadership of the 
National Liberation Front (FLN). The aim from emigration was not only to support their 
familres who were left behind in the Algerian mountains or camps, but also to finance the 
liberation movement through secret channels. 

The peculiarity of Algerian independence has far reaching effects on the kind of 
development strategy adopted by the national governments. Unlike all North African or 
Middle Eastern countries, Algeria entered into armed struggle, a liberation war, to achieve 
her freedom from French colonialism. As most countries in the region had a smooth "trans
fer of power" from colonial to national governments, the population of these countries was 
trivially policised and, therefore, tended to accept whatever the national policy makers 
though appropriate for the achievement of "development". In almost all Arab countries, the 
basic colonial structure was left intact by the first national regimes; it was later coups in 
Egypt, Syria and Iraq that seemed to have questioned the colonial legacy and tended to 
break away from neo-colonialism, though with varying degrees of success. 

The involvement of the Algerian masses in the national liberation war, however, resulted 
in their rejection, not only of French colonialism, but also the capitalist system underlying it. 
The adoption of a "socialist alternative" as the basic tenet of Algerian strategy was thus a 
reflection of the progressive character of the leadership as it was in response to the aspira
tion of the newly policised masses. 
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2. Nationalisation 

As slated, the pre-independence economic structure was shaped in such a way that served 
the needs of European settlers. For example, in 1955, che agricuhural population i11 Algeria 
(including Europeans) represented 60% of active population, in which the Europeans rep
resented only 3.4% of chis sector, but they still received 60% of the output [5]. As for indus
try, in 1957, there were only 7.8% of the Algerian active population who were engaged in 
industry; but in the same year in France, there were 27.5% of the French active population 
employed in this sector. 

On the whole, the ratio that represents those who actually work in both sectors, repre
sent only 41 % of the Algerian active population in 1961. One of the other characteristics that 
the question of imbalance between different provinces in Algeria; the standard of living is 
likely to be better in the regions where E uropean settlers are to be found. 

What paralysed the Algerian economy wa:, the departure of the Europeans immediately 
after independence. They had held the key jobs in menagement and production in all sec
tors. The following example will stress this point: in the petrochemical industry which was 
and still is, the main source of government revenue; in 1961, the total investment in this sec
tor was 4,640 N.F.Fr, whereas in 1963, a year after independence the total investment was 
only 840 N.F.Fr [6]. As a result, Algerian economy was characterised by a degree of stagna
tion, which paved the way for the successful coup d'etat of 1965. The newly formed "revolu
tionary government" began to introduce radical reforms. 

Algeria, unlike other French colonies (notably in North Africa), contains numerous sorts 
of natural resources, especially hydrocarbon. The new revolutionary government was con
vinced that in order to get rid of the existent crippled economy, and consequently achieve a 
better standard of efficiency and progress, it was vital lo adopt a policy that favoured overall 
development. That required large-scale investment in which the private sector was unlikely 
to participate. The option was therefore to nationalise all key economic sectors, as part and 
parcel of the overall development srraregy. 

Nationalisation enabled two main objectives to be realised; the recuperation of national 
wealth, and thereafter, imposing control over production and management-state monopoly 
in a manner which served the national interests. The nationalisation option during the period 
between 1966 and 1971 applied to four major economic activities: banking, industry, mining 
and petrochemicals. Straight after the successful coup of june 1965, the government began to 
take various measures in rationalising the economy.Thus, in may 1966, it announced the 
nationalisation of mining and foreign insurance companies, followed by the nationalisation 
of banks, and in May and June 1968, it reinforced its monopoly on the distribution and stock
age of petrochemical products. Thus, in June of the same year, about fifty French companies 
were nationalised. These companies were mainly engaged in building and construction, 
foods, etc. 

In June 1970, the nationalisation policy had extended to the hydrocarbon industry, 
where upon a number of transnational companies became nationalised. These included com
panies that originated from Italy (AMIF), Germany (SOFSAPEF), and USA (Philips 
Petroleum and Drilling Company). By 24 February 1971, Algeria took a courageous action in 
relation to its natioralisation policy in the petrochemical sector. As a result, Algeria became 
a shareholder of 51 % of French petrochemical companies operating in Algeria, and 100% 
of the Algerian natural gas. This action clearly in_dicaced how the Algerian government was 
determined to recoup national wealth. 

By achieving this great victory in the nationalisation policy, Algeria had guaranteed its 
domination over the national economy in the form of national companies. In the meantime, 
one cannot underestimate the severe damage that was caused by the 1971 nationalisation. In 
this context, there were hundreds of French qualified engineers who left their occupations, 
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not only because of their disatisl'action with the new situation, but also because of the strong 
pressure from the French government which had bitterly opposed the nationalisaion; and 
had consequently refused to buy Algerian gas and oil for some time. in addition, the ex
change of harsh words between the two countries was so great that a lot of Algerians ex
pected a French miiitary allack. 

PerharJs those most affected by this incident were the Algerian immigrants in France. 
There were daily killings, especially in large French industrial cities like Paris, Lyon, and 
Marseilles where a large Algerian community lived. The hatred that had built up between 
the Algerians and the French during the war seemed to be gradually subsiding, but the new 
developments of February gave rise to a new characteristic of Franco-Algerian attitude 
towards migration and other socio-economic issues. 

Until the late 1960's France was still the major customer of Algerian oil, gas and other 
raw materials. Li kewise, France was also the major supplier of manufacturing goods, 
medicine, foodstuffs, etc., to the Algerian market. The ecpnomic relations between the two 
countries, however, gradually started to weakcn.'The Algerian government was thus deter
mined to free itself from its economic dependence on France. Increasing co-operation was 
initiated between Algeria and socialist countries, through the former retained relations with 
other capitalist Western countries. 

There were doubts about whet her Algeria could succeed in its determination to be 
economically independent from France, as one of the problems was the question of Algerian 
immigrants, who would be th..: most affected because of the socio-cultural and historical 
links. The Algcria11 industria lisation policy, however, was thought to be a solution to this 
problc~. 

3. Industriali sation 
Before focusing on the Algerian post-independence economy, it is useful to review briefly 
the pre-independence economy, notably in the last few.years of the war. 

fn 1958 the avcrage income per capita in Algeria was equivalent to 90 Pound Sterling at 
current prices, but in real terms, it was even less. For instance, in 1954, the average income 
per head for the European population in Algeria was 365 Pound Sterling. By contrast the 
average income for the native population was only 29.50 Pound Sterling [7). This big gap in 
income differentiation was just one example of inequality which corresponded to the other 
socio-economic aspects. The consequences of the war were much more acute. It resulted in 
houses, forests, and c rops hcing hurned, livestock killed, bridges, roads and railway lines 
destroyed. 

Despite such inheritance, the Algerian authorities were determined to build a new in
frastructure which would meet the social and economic needs of the majority. Another aim 
was Lo create a modern and strong industrial sector. The driving force behind such an ambi
tion was the availability of industrial raw materials; seams of iron constit1Jt.e a base for steel 
industry, scams of zinc, lead, mercury, manganese etc., permited the development of 
manufacturing industry; phosphates permited fertilizer production; and finally considerable 
reserves of oil and gas provided through its revenues an important amount of foreign ex
change. 

The direction of post-independence development strategy act,:ally originated in the pre
independence period. The Tripoli Programme clearly indicated 1:1e significance of combin
ing agriculture with industry, partly due to relations of exchange between the two on one 
hand, and als-o the necessity of closing the gap between the standard of Eiving of Algerian 
rural and urban society. The Algiers Charter which was introduced in April 1964, gave 
another impetus to the principles of the Tripoli Programme. The contents of the Algiers 
Charter were mainly related to identifying Algerian state ideology, and economic develop-
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ment strategy. The major concern in this respect was a determination to reject the capitalist 
form of development, on the grounds that it would enlarge the gap between the poor and the 
rich, and hence deprive the majority from enjoying the benefits of independence being rep
resented in non-exploitation of one man by another, and equality in distributing the national 
wealth. The new Algerian development strategy then, stemmed from socialist principles. 

The predominant role of the government in the course of applying such a strategy was 
apparent. One should acknowledge here that it is state capitalism that is usually associated 
with centralism and bureaucracy, but in the case of Algeria, these were perhaps most ap
propria1e in implementing the development objectives. We will find out later that Algeria 
which had pursued a policy of centralisation was inclining to decentralisation. In 1972, the 
state companies were controlling 90% of the industrial sector and employed 70% of the 
industrial work force [8]. Hydrocarbon industries had been central to Algeria's development 
strategy. Industrial investment had been given priority over agricultural investment. In 1974, 
hydrocarbons accounted for 41.5% of GNP, and oil exports were 92.5% of total exports. [9] 

The idea of establishing a strong industrial base was, according to Stohr and Taylor, ad
vocated by the French adviser G. Destane de Bemis, who belived that: "Reasonable living 
standards could not be provided from the limited agricultural resources and so industrial 
employment must be created." [101 

Industry in 1h is con nection is to be considered the central axis, which in turn supplied 
fcrtilizen; and machinery for agriculture. Much of the industrial base; that is iron, steel, ce
ment and genera1ing electricity had been achieved by the late 1970's. Since then, according 
to Stohr and Taylor, the focus has shifted towards producing consumer goods. 

This heavy-based industrial development strategy has been a subject of criticism for 
some time. One criticism is that it will lead Lo the bulk of the population being left marginal 
to the economy. This criticism is perhaps justified, and although the industrial sector is still 
taking the lion's share of investment and will be for some time to come, the agricultural sec
tor has been attracting much attention in recent years. Nonetheless, industry seems likely to 
remain the foundation of Algerian policy. Thus, after having absorbed 48.4% of the fu nds of 
the four year plan (1970-1973), industry remained central in the second plan (1974-1977), 
accounting fo r 43.5% of its funds . [l l] 

Algeria's industrial capacity has exceeded its likely domestic consumption, especially 
with regard to steel and petrochemicals, therefore exportation was needed. Unfortunately, 
the pre-existing inte rnational marketing system made it difficult for Algeria -as for most 
developing c,auntries- to enter the international market, particularly in the steel industry. For 
this reason, Algeria was one of those countries calling for the establishment of a New Inter
national Economic Order, and active in advocating a discrimination in the economic gap be
tween North and South. 

The concencration on big industrial projects (like that of the steel complex in El-Hadjar) 
were not successful in creating adequate jobs which could meet the industrial demand in a 
country which represented one of the highest birth rates in the world, and in which a high 
proportion of the population were young [121 (62% under the age of 25). Thus, the first four 
year plan fe ll short of its objective of 170,000 new industrial jobs. The second experienced 
a similar fail ure by falling short of a new target by 85,000 jobs in industry, and 138,000 in 
building and public works. Up until the 1980's, industry had created a· limited number of 
jobs in comparison with its large share of investment funds. 

The launching of an Algerian development policy based on heavy industry was charac
terised by a shortage of skilled labour. A _number of attempted solutions have been intro
duced, such as the setting up of professional training centres, sending a considerable number 
of students to be trained abroad, gn::at attention in this context was paid to Algerian im
migr dnts in France, from where Algerian authorities hoped Lo fill industrial vacancies lhat 
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require both skill and experience. Consequently, a campaign for attracting return migrants, 
had been initiated, and reached its heights in the early 1970's - the time whe n the 
nationalisation of French assets had led to constant quarrels between France and Algeria. 

In stressi n g this p oint, President Boumedienne on one occasion sta t e d : 
"Cindustrialisation comportc des avantages tels que le rclevcment de revenu national ct du 
nivcau technique de la force de travail et des marches exterieurs, etc ... C'cst a dire qu'en plus 
de leurs effets sur le" know how," la qualification du travail et l'emploi, lcs investisscn1ents 
industriels elevent le revenu national qui est un element important de la dimension du 
marche et permettent de replac~r !'exportation de la force du tavaiJ qui s'explique par la 
colonisation fran~ai se par !'exportation produits manufactures contenant de la valeur ajoutes 
en Algerie; de plus l'e tat qui se dcbat dans le sous- developpcment est condamne a la 
dependance." ( 13] 

The Algerian government's tendency towards encouraging skilled migrant labour to 
return home was much stronger in the early seventies than in the following years. This was 
due to a combination of various factors: 

1- A growing number of new jobs. 

2- The Algerian government, by nationalising French companies operating in the 
country, felt in a way.responsible for the rising racial. attacks on the Algerian community in 
France. 

3- Algerian training centres had not yet been able to provide industry and other services 
with adequate expertise. 

4- This period coincided with the benefits derived from the big revenues resulting from 
the high rise in oil prices imposed by the OPEC countries, of which Algeria is a member. 

Following the establishment of a heavy indutrial si-rategy, production and marketing ran 
into a difficult stage, due Ill the central bureaucratic system. Important reforms were then 
introduced. The aim was to tackle the proble m~ rising from bureaucracy, through allowing 
local authorities to have more control in the course of the development taking place in their 
regions. The adoption of decentralisation was actually fi rst introduced much earlier in the 
agricultural sector, under what is known as self-management estate. 

Since achieving independence, there were marked regions where most of the investment 
fund used to go, notably the capital (Algiers) and the North-west regions. This was different 
for the Eastern pan of the country- a poor, overpopulated and mountainous region. Such 
inequality of locating the capital was indeed a central concern for Algerian authorities. As a 
result, they have begun since the late 1960's, to apply the so-called "policy of regional equi
librium" in a form of "special programmes", which benefited a number of regions. 

Therefore, the so-coiled "regional equilibrium policy", was put into practice in the late 
sixties when Tizi Ouzou, the capital city of Kabylia region was one of the first cities to be 
given grants for huge development projects. The reason why this region had been given 
priority was not just because of the region's needs- it being a poor and mountainous region. 
It was also because this region has been for a long time, a traditional area of supplying 
labour emigration to France. Such a position in many cases, helps to create ill-feeling from 
immigrants abroad, who very often accuse the government of not treating the various regions 
on equal terms, particularly in a region like Kabylia, in which the population are of Berber 
origin and where some extremists go as far as claiming political autonomy. The effects of 
such special development programmes then could serve a dual function - economic and 
political. This, of course, is of vi tal importance for Algerian authorities whoi.e ambition is to 
create unity rather than divisions within Algerian society. This being perhaps the ideal way of 
maintaining a higher degree of stability in the country. 
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Notes 

* This discussion is specifically devoted to Algerian immigrants in France during the 
independent war, and throughout the post-independence period until late 1970's 
and early 1980's. 
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